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This forum reports the results of a National Science Foundation-funded workshop thatfocused on the integration andpreser- 
vation of digital databases and other structured data derived from archaeological contexts. The workshop concluded that 
for archaeology to achieve its potential to advance long-term, scient$c understandings of human hrstory, there is a press- 
ing need for an archaeological information infrastructure that will allow us to archive, access, integrate, and mine dis- 
parate data sets. This report provides an assessment of the informatics needs of archaeology, articulates an ambitious vision 
for a distributed disciplinary information infrastructure (cyberinfrastructure), discusses the challenges posed by its devel- 
opment, and outlines initial steps toward its realization. Finally, it argues that such a cyberinfrastructure has enormous 
potential to contribute to anthropology and science more generally. Concept-oriented archaeological data integration will 
enable the use of existing data to answer compelling new questions and permit syntheses of archaeological data that rely 
not on other investigators' conclusions but on analyses of meaningfully integrated new and legacy data sets. 

Esre foro reporta 10s resultados de un taller auspiciado por la Fundacidn Nacional para las Ciencias (National Science Foun- 
dation), el cud  se enfocb en la integracidn y conservacidn de las bases de datos digitales y de orros datos estructurados deriva- 
dos de los contextos arqueologicos. Este taller llegd a la conclusidn de que para que la arqueologia alcance su potencial de 
avanzar en el entendimiento cientijico de la historia humana a largo plazo, hay una upremiante necesidad de que exista urn 
infraestructura de informacidn urqueologica que nos permita ulcunzar, acceder; integrur, y extraer bases de daros diferentes. 
Este informe proporciona una evaluacidn de las necesidades informaticas de la arqueologia, articula una visidn umbiciosa 
para establecer unu infraestructura de informacidn disciplinariu distribuida (ciberinfraestructura), discute 10s retos presen- 
tados, y esboza 10s pasos iniciales hacia su realizacidn. Finalmente, arguments que dichu ciberinfraestrucrura tiene un e n o n e  
potencial de contribuir a la antropologia y mus generalmenre a la ciencia. La integraci6n de 10s datos arqueoldgicos orien- 
tados a 10s conceptos permitira el uso de 10s datos existentes para resolver nuevas preguntas obligadas y conformar sintesis 
de 10s datos arqueoldgicos que se basan no en las conclusiones de otros investigadores sino en 10s analisis de bases de datos 
nuevas y heredadas integradas significutivamente. 

Executive Summary 

Disciplinary Needs 

For archaeology to achieve its potential to provide 
long-term, scientific understandings of human his- 
tory, there is a pressing need for an archaeological 
information infrastructure that will allow us to 
archive, access, integrate, and mine disparate data 
sets. New technologies in information integration 
will enable archaeologists to (1) work at scales not 
currently possible to answer pressing questions that 
cannot now be addressed because of a lack of effec- 

tive access to existing data; (2) foster the develop 
ment of a new paradigm of integrative and synthetic 
research; (3) scale and integrate archaeological data 
so that they can be used to address compelling ques- 
tions in other disciplines; and (4) sustain the scien- 
tific utility of existing digital data that are critically 
endangered by media degradation, software obso- 
lescence, and inadequate datadocumentation (meta- 
data). To meet pressing research needs and to help 
stem the loss of existing information, it is essential 
that we embark now on the task of creating an infra- 
structure that will allow us to archive and make avail- 
able integrated databases of archaeological data. 
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Vision 

The needed information infrastructure has five key 
components: (1) a Web-based interface designed 
for effective scholarly access; (2) sophisticated 
search capabilities using concept-oriented queries 
to locate and access relevant data sources while 
retaining the confidentiality and rights of data set 
creators; (3) data-integration tools that use concept 
ontologies and digital metadata to integrate data 
from multiple sources, yielding an output database 
of appropriately scaled observations with consis- 
tent variables; (4) reporting capabilities that include 
both the basic display of the integrated databases 
and their direct output in forms susceptible to fur- 
ther analysis; and (5) software tools that minimize 
the effort and expertise necessary to fully incorpo- 
rate new and legacy data sets into the system. This 
cyberinfrastructure would encourage the research 
use of existing data, satisfy the data requirements 
of integrative and synthetic research, facilitate the 
entry of data into the infrastructure, sustain endan- 
gered and irreplaceable data, and increase the pub- 
lic accessibility of scientific findings. 

Implications 

Realizing this vision will entail both the devel- 
opment of innovative software tools that permit 
the cross-project integration of data and a sus- 
tained effort to document existing and newly cre- 
ated data sets. More specifically, we propose (1) 
establishing a national center for archaeological 
data integration that, along with a network of dis- 
tributed data nodes, can address the emerging 
needs of a discipline asking increasingly wide- 
ranging questions that are impossible or imprac- 
tical to answer with existing modes of research; 
(2) working with computer scientists to adapt 
existing informatics technologies from other dis- 
ciplines (e.g., ecology and geology) and to 
develop general solutions for unsolved data inte- 
gration problems posed by archaeology, thus con- 
tributing to a shared cyberinfrastructure for 
science; and (3) fostering a new group of profes- 
sionals at the boundary of archaeology and com- 
puter science specializing in archaeological 
informatics. The national center would set prior- 
ities for the development of the cyberinfrastruc- 
ture, coordinate the development of metadata 
standards, assemble the technical expertise and 
develop the necessary software, provide software 

maintenance, coordinate the efforts of regional 
nodes in a network of data providers, and main- 
tain legacy databases lacking an institutional 
home. 

Initial Steps 

To begin, a steering group should be established 
( I )  to develop a strategic plan that sets the direc- 
tion for the long-term effort; (2) to work with the 
National Science Foundation and other funding 
agencies to fund cyberinfrastructure development; 
(3) to actively explore the utility of existing mod- 
els for cyberinfrastructure development and to par- 
ticipate In collaborative efforts to develop shared 
(across disciplines) cyberinfrastructural tools; (4) 
to suggest compelling test cases that can demon- 
strate the potential of the system to address both 
focused and large-scale issues in both disciplinary 
and cross-disciplinary research; and (5) to encour- 
age and  support efforts by professional societies to 
advance the development of a cyberinfrastructure 
for archaeology. 

Report 

This report is the product of a workshop funded by 
a Natior~al Science Foundation grant to Arizona 
State University, "Enabling the Study of Long- 
Term Human and Social Dynamics: A Cyberin- 
frastructure forArchaeologyn (SES 0433959). The 
workshop, hosted by the National Center for Eco- 
logical Analysis and Synthesis, was held Decem- 
ber 5-68, 2004, at the Upham Hotel in Santa 
Barbara.. California. In the workshop, the partici- 
pants assessed the informatics needs of archaeol- 
ogy and the potential of a cyberinfrastructure for 
archaeology to benefit the discipline and science 
more generally. The workshop then formulated a 
vision for a cyberinfrastructure for archaeology, 
considered the challenges posed by its develop- 
ment, ar~d outlined initial steps toward the realiza- 
tion of tlhat vision. 

The workshop included 3 1 distinguished par- 
ticipants: (1) 21 archaeologists representing dif- 
ferent professional constituencies (academia, 
museums, government, and the private sector), time 
periods  prehistoric and historic), national settings 
(the United States, Mexico, England, and the 
Netherlands), and subjects of substantive exper- 
tise; (2) one physical anthropologist; and (3) nine 
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Table 1. Workshop Par1 icipants 

Buchanan, Bruce 
Candan, K. Se lpk  
Cowgill, Gcorgc 
Davulcu, Hasan 
Dmlle, William 
Giles, C. Lee 
Goldstein, Lynne 
Hegmon, Michelle 
Kamermans, Hans 
King, Julia 

Kintigh, Keith 
Kornfeld, Marcel 
Larson, Mary Lou 
Lin. Kai 

Manzanilla, Linda 
Martin, Worthy 
McCartney, Peter 

McManamon, Francis 
Nelson, Ben 
Nelson, Margaret 
Plog, Steven" 
Reichinan, James 

Richards, Julian 
Robertson, Ian 
Schildhauer, Mark 

Schloen, David 
Simon, Arleyn 
Snow, Dean 
Spielmann, Katherine 
Stepona~tis, Vincas 

Walker, Phillip 

University of Pittsburgh, Computer Science 
Arizona State University, Computer Science 
Arizona State University, Archaeology 
Arizona State University, Computer Science 
Desert Archaeology Inc./Foundation, firchaeology 
Pennsylvania State University, Computer Science 
Michigan State University, Archaeology 
Arizona Stare University, Archaeology 
University of Leiden, Archaeology 
Archaeological Conservation Lah/St. Mary's College of Maryland (Society for Historical 
Archaeology, Past President) 
Arizona State University, Archaeology (Society for American Archaeology, Past President) 
University of Wyoming, Archaeology 
University of Wyoming, Archaeology 
San Diego Supercomputer Center, Geosciences Network Project, Computer 
Science/lnformatics 
Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico, Archaeology 
University of Virginia, Computer Science 
Arizona State University, Internationa Institute for Sustainability, 
Ecology/Archaeology/Infomatics 
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Archaeology 
Ari~ona State University. Archaeology 
Arizona State University, Archaeology 
University of Virginia, Archaeology 
University of California, Santa Rarbarflational Center for Ecological Analysis and 
Synthesis, Ecology 
Archaeology Data Service, University of York, U.K. 
Stanford University, Archaeology 
University of California, Santa BarbaraINational Center for Ecological Analysis and 
Synthesis, Ecology/Informatics 
University of Chicago, Oriental Institute, Archaeology 
Arizona State University Archaeology 
Pennsylvania State University, Archaeology (Society for American Archaeology, Secretary) 
Arizona State University Archaeology 
University of North Carolina, Archaeology (Society for American Archaeology, Past 
President) 
University of California at Santa Barbara, Physical Anthropology (American Association 
of Physical Anthropologists, President) 

"Steven Plog agreed that an infrastructure for preserving and accessing archaeological data is critical to the future of the 
discipline and agreed on the desirability of structuring a repository in a way that would enhance synthetic and comparative 
studies. However, he did not agree to the more particular route to such an infrastructure outlined in this report. 

individuals from computer science and ecology 
with expertise in data integration and informatics. 
This report represents a consensus of all save one 
of the participants (Table 1). 

For economy of presentation, "archaeology" is 
extended to include that large portion of physical 
anthropology that is concerned with human skele- 
tal collections derived from archaeological con- 
texts and related human osteological collections. 

These human skeletal collections constitute a vital 
component of the archaeological record of the 
human past and should be treated within the frame- 
work proposed here. 

This report focuses on a key component of a 
cyberinfrastructure for archaeology, the integration 
of data represented in digital databases and other 
struztured data sources. However, much important 
archaeological information also resides in unstruc- 
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tured documents. The discipline also nccds ways 
to gain better access to these sources and to extract 
knowledge from them. 

The Need 

Intellectual Merit 

Archaeology has the potential to provide the real- 
world, long-term data needed to illuminate such 
critical aspects of human history as demography, 
migration, health, economy, social stability, human 
environmental impacts, and environmental change 
from local to global scales. To date, efforts to rec- 
ognize phenomena operating on large spatial and 
temporal scales have been crippled by the inherent 
complexities of archaeological data, the lack of 
data comparability across projects, and limited 
access to primary data. Indeed, scholars engaged 
in synthetic research are rarely able to compare 
their data-driven interpretations with data recovered 
by other archaeological projects but, rather, work 
with conclusions drawn by other researchers. 
Because the premises and data on which they are 
based may not be subjected to direct examination, 
erroneous conclusions may become entrenched in 
the literature as "facts" that serve as faulty premises 
of subsequent scientific arguments. For example, 
it was long thought that changes in sociopolitical 
complexity resulted from population pressure, and 
it was not until comparative demographic histories 
were assembled from combinations of archaeo- 
logical and historical data that the subtleties of this 
problem came into focus (Cowgill 1975). Further- 
more, important insights that could be observed 
when integrating multiple primary data sets are 
missed in working with summaries that have 
already "smoothed the detail-rich data. 

The potential for archaeological insights to con- 
tribute to the study of long-term social dynamics 
is enormous. The fundamental challenge is to 
enable scientifically meaningful use of the rapidly 
expanding corpus of data. Researchers have a press- 
ing need for an information infrastructure that will 
allow them to extract a sensibly integrated and 
appropriate1 y scaled database of analytically com- 
parable observations from multiple data sets 
employing different recording protocols. The devel- 
opment of such an archaeological information 
infrastructure will propel synthetic and compara- 

tive research to a new level and enable researchers 
across s:;.ientific disciplines to address large-scale 
and long-term questions with a level of empirical 
support that heretofore has been unthinkable. With 
the development of appropriate data-integration 
tools, the Internet makes possible collaborative data 
sharing in ways not even imaginable 25 years ago. 
Archaeology mustjoin the other sciences that have 
begun to tap this new reservoir of scientific poten- 
tial. 

The ability to integrate data will allow us to see 
patterns that are only visible with samples larger 
and mo1.e distributed than can be collected by any 
single project (Steckel et al. 2002). The ready avail- 
ability of large-scale time-space distributional data 
will allow rigorous syntheses at macroregional 
scales (on such topics as long-distance exchange 
and interregional migration) that have been frus- 
trated for decades. Because demography is a key 
variable underlying so many archaeological inter- 
pretations, the ability to derive consistent demo- 
graphic estimates on large spatial and temporal 
scales is essential. 

Over the last several years important issues of 
cultural variability have increasingly been concep- 
tualized in terms of dimensions, rather than cate- 
gories. Fior example, instead of classifying societies 
as more or less complex (i.e., chiefdoms or tribes), 
Nelson ( 1995) considers dimensions of complexity 
such as scale and hierarchy. Costin (1991) has dis- 
cussed dimensions of craft specialization. Cowgill 
( 1988) has similarly explored aspects of the collapse 
of ancient states. This focus on dimensions is a sig- 
nificanl. theoretical development that greatly 
enhances the meaningfulness of comparative stud- 
ies. We need to encourage new work focused on 
other dimensions of variability instead of relying on 
rigid, simplistic typologies; for example, we need 
to move, past "rural" versus "urban." The further 
development of theory in these arenas would be 
greatly enhanced by an ability to continually reeval- 
uate arguments using refined conceptualizations of 
the dimensions. This task cannot be accomplished 
without access topriman; data that can be provided 
through a cyberinfrastructure for archaeology. This 
information infrastructure would further allow us 
to find and correct interpretive errors that are embed- 
ded in contemporary interpretations, as a conse- 
quence of outdated or inappropriate inferential 
procedures in the past. 
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Because of thc Native American Graves Pro- 
tection and Repatriation Act and similar legislation, 
archaeologists now hold a huge amount of data that 
exist only in recorded fonn-the actual objects are 
now gone. Uncounted databases of those objects 
have been created in diverse forms, but there is no 
practical way for scholars or other interested indi- 
viduals to access them. A cyberinfrastructure may 
be the only sensible approach to making that infor- 
mation available. Similarly, a cyberinfrastructure 
could help capture the vast research potential of the 
enormous body of-frequently underused--data 
from cultural resource management excavations 
associated with the development-related destruc- 
tion of archaeological contexts. 

Broader Effects 

The proposed cyberinfrastructure will have disci- 
plinary effects extending far beyond the traditional 
boundaries of academia. Private contractors, muse- 
ums, and tribal enterprises would be active part- 
ners in building the data archives and major 
research users of the data-integration system. Fed- 
eral, state, and tribal government entities all have 
key interests and responsibilities with respect to the 
collection and maintenance of archaeological data 
and would play an important role in the develop- 
ment and operation of the cyberinfrastructure. The 
shared, disciplinary cyberinfrastructure will pro- 
vide a means to better sustain the utility and acces- 
sibility of irreplaceable primary data from all these 
sources in the face of inadequate original metadata 
and rapidly changing technology. 

The proposed cy berinfrastructure will also have 
far-reaching effects on the infrastructure of social 
and natural science. An accurate rendering of the 
past is important for answering questions posed by 
researchers in the social, earth, and life sciences. 
Because of the complexity of archaeological data, 
it is virtually impossible for allied scientists to rely 
on primary data; they must depend on syntheses of 
archaeologists' conclusions that are themselves sev- 
eral steps removed from primary data. As things 
currently stand, outside use of the archaeological 
record is thus highly susceptible to faulty conclu- 
sions. A well-conceived cyberinfrastructure for 
archaeology, however, will allow specialists in other 
fields (as well as archaeologists) to gain meaning- 
ful access to an invaluable archive of primary 
archaeological data. They will be able to use sys- 

tematized archaeological concepts (ontologies) in 
framing queries that will result in integrated data 
sets scaled and reconciled to match the scope of 
their research questions. 

Multidisciplinary, landscape-basedresearch will 
especially benefit from this information infra- 
structure. A geomorphologist might use archaeo- 
logical ceramics to date human influences on 
landforms; an ecologist could use archaeological 
floral or faunal remains to assess the legacy effects 
of human use on a landscape; or a historical geog- 
rapher might compare archaeological reconstruc- 
tion:; of the demographic patterns of a region to 
thos,; found historically. As archaeological data 
become more accessible to other scientists, we 
expect the interdisciplinary cooperation to increase, 
especially with respect to the study of coupled 
soci;d and natural systems. By providing scholars 
in diverse fields with meaningful access to long- 
term data on society, population, and environment, 
archaeology can help explain the long-term social 
dynamics that have constituted today's social world 
and shaped the contemporary environment. 

We expect both to draw on and to contribute to 
the body of informatics software used in the sci- 
enct,s. While building on current efforts in other 
fields, software development undertaken for a 
cyb<:rinfrastructure of archaeology will lead to 
sharzable data-representation and -integration tech- 
niques applicable to other scientific domains in 
which, as in archaeology, primary data are highly 
contextual and inconsistently collected, many infer- 
ential steps separate scientific understandings of 
major phenomena from observational data, and 
competing ontologies need to be maintained and 
used. We anticipate that key components of these 
developments will be generally applicable in a 
range of historical sciences. Finally, the access to 
real. large-scale archaeological data provided by a 
cybr:rinfrastructure will allow educators and out- 
reach specialists to create analytical exercises and 
to provide public access to the results of scientific 
work in ways that, today, we are only beginning to 
ima:;ine. 

Archaeological Ethics and the 
Preservation and Sharing of Data 

Archaeologists are ethically (and often legally) 
bound to deposit all records and photographs doc- 
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umenting fieldwork in a repository that can ensure 
thc long-tcrm preservation of irreplaceable archac- 
ological data and to ensure that existing data are 
accessible and maintained. There is general agree- 
ment within the discipline that archaeologists are 
stewards of the archaeological record. Because the 
archaeological record is irreplaceable, archaeolo- 
gists have a strong ethical responsibility to ensure 
the long-term preservation of archaeological mate- 
rials, records, and photographs and to make them 
available to the scientific community so that they 
can inform current and future research. Thcse issues 
are encoded in three of the "Society for American 
Archaeology Principles of Archaeological Ethics": 

Principle No. 5-Intellectual Property: Intel- 
lectual property, as contained in the knowledge 
and documents created through the study of 
archaeological resources, is part of the archae- 
ological record. As such it should be treated in 
accord with the principles of stewardship rather 
than as a matter of personal possession. If there 
is a compelling reason, and there are no legal 
restrictions or strong countervailing interests, a 
researcher may have primary access to original 
materials and documents for a limited and rea- 
sonable time, after which these materials and 
documents must be made available to others. 

Principle No. 6-Public Reporting and Publi- 
cation: Within a reasonable time, the knowl- 
edge archaeologists gain from investigation of 
the archaeological record must be presented in 
accessible form (through publication or other 
means) to as wide a range of interested publics 
as possible. The documents and materials on 
which publication and other forms of public 
reporting are based should be deposited in a 
suitable place for permanent safekeeping. 

Principle No. 7-Records and Preservation: 
Archaeologists should work actively for the 
preservation of, and long-term access to, archae- 
ological collections, records, and reports (Soci- 
ety for American Archaeology 1996). 

Although there is little professional disagree- 
ment about these principles, practice often falls 
short. Particularly in the case of digital data, we 
believe this is because of the lack of an established 
infrastructure and practical technologies to ensure 
preservation and access to databases. 

Data I'reservation, Access, and Integration 

Data Prrservation 

Many, if not most, repositories that provide care and 
access for archaeological objects and paper records 
lack the expertise and facilities necessary to pro- 
vide for the sustainable curation of and access to 
digital d,m. The reasons for this include the degra- 
dation or obsolescence of digital media, the obso- 
lescence of software necessary to read the data, 
and a lack of sustained funding. It appears that few 
archaeological repositories are positioned to gain 
this capability in the foreseeable future. The prob- 
Icm of sustainable archiving is acute because, 
increasingly, key information is recorded exclu- 
sively in digital databases; it cannot be recon- 
structed from artifacts or paper records. 
Furtherrnore, newly created data sets continue to 
enter the same trajectory of degradation and loss 
that has been and is now experienced by legacy data 
sets. While archivists are still grappling with the 
problems of the long-term preservation of digital 
data, the incorporation of data in a cyberinfra- 
structure would add considerable life to critically 
endangered data and enormously facilitate future 
preservation efforts. 

Data Access 

Even when legacy data sets (existing data sets no 
longer ir active use) are effectively sustained, there 
is no practical way to gain access to the over- 
whelmirg majority of them. In the United States, 
no effort to provide Internet access to existing dig- 
ital data has approached the success of England's 
Archaeology Data Service (http://ads.ahds.ac.uW), 
although there are notable initiatives. One effort to 
archive xchaeological databases was Harrison Eit- 
eljorg 11's Archaeological Data Archive Project 
(centered at Bryn Mawr College), which became 
inactive in 2002. The National Archaeological 
Database (www.cast.uark.edu/other/nps/) is a com- 
prehensive database of bibliographic references to 
archaeological project reports maintained by the 
National Park Service. Finally, online, geographic 
information system-based (but restricted) access 
to site survey data is available for a number of state 
and federal cultural resource inventories, primar- 
ily for cultural resource management-related pur- 
poses. 
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The simple maintenance of digital databases with 
their associated basic documentation (e.g., code- 
books) and the provision of access to them are use- 
ful but wholly inadequate to meet the emerging 
demands of scientific research. What is most 
needed are means to integrate archaeological data 
across projects. Concept-oriented archaeological 
data integration will cnable thc use of existing data 
to answer compelling new questions and permit 
syntheses of archaeological data that rely not on 
other investigators' conclusions (that even their 
authors may now consider outdated) but on analy- 
ses of meaningfully integrated new and legacy data 
sets. In particular, because of archaeology's unique 
ability to provide centennial- and millennial-scale 
comparative data and comparative data from geo- 
graphically dispersed areas, such a knowledge- 
based data-integration system would allow 
archaeology to contribute substantially to scien- 
tific understandings of long-term social dynamics. 

Metadata and Ontologies 

The scientific utility of digital data is absolutely 
contingent on the availability of adequate meta- 
data that document the data sets. Metadata include 
(1)  syntactic information, having to do with how 
databases are formatted, how observations are 
scaled, and how the data fields are related, and (2) 
semantic information that documents the measured 
quantities; units; sampling procedures; temporal, 
spatial, andcultural contexts; recording procedures; 
and classification systems. It is only through these 
metadata that we can assess the comparability of 
observations in different data sets and determine 
the kinds of operations that can be meaningfully 
performed on them (e.g., the means of aggregating 
data). Our ability to reconstruct the necessaiy nzeta- 
data decays mpidly with time and often cata- 
strophically with the death oj'the investigator: 

Ontologies 

An ontology is a systematic representation of the 
relationships among concepts (e.g., deer is-an a d o -  
dactyl) and of procedural knowledge (to convert 

from feet to meters divide by 3.28). Embedding 
archaeological knowledge, definitions, and inte- 
gration procedures in explicit ontologies will allow 
the ~:yberinfrastructure at once to operate using 
higi-er-level concepts (e.g., one could request 
counts of artiodactyls without individually listing 
each species) and to report fully and precisely the 
information it has used in processing a data request. 
(A highly readable summary that illuminates how 
ontologies can be productively employed appears 
in Bemers-Lee et al. 2001 .)The ontologies will per- 
mit, to the extent possible, the resolution of syn- 
t a c t ~ c  differences between data sets and the 
accommodation of differing semantics. It is 
expccted that the cyberinfrastructure would main- 
tain both widely shared ontologies for some cate- 
gori~:s of knowledge and alternative ontologies that 
could be selected where competing specifications 
of the same concepts are current (e.g., different 
way 3 of operationalizing faunal element utilities or 
stone tool types). 

Vision: A Cyberinfrastructure 
for Archaeology 

An effective information infrastructure for archae- 
olog y would encourage the research use of exist- 
ing data, satisfy the data requirements of integrative 
and synthetic research, facilitate entry of data into 
the infrastructure, and provide for the preservation 
of irreplaceable data. The information infrastruc- 
ture we envision will have five key components: 

a Web-based interface designed for effective 
s:holarly access: 

sophisticated search capabilities that use 
concept-oriented queries to locate and access 
rl-levant data sets, images, and other system- 
atized digital data sources while retaining the 
confidentiality and rights of their creators; 

data-integration tools that use syntactic and 
semantic digital metadata and ontologies to inte- 
grate disparate data sources, yielding adatabase 
of appropriately scaled observations with con- 
sistent variables; 

r1:porting capabilities that include both the basic 
display of integrated databases and their direct 
cutput in forms susceptible to further analysis: 
and 
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sofiwarc tools that minimize the human effort 
and expertise necessary to fully incorporate new 
data sets into thc system (though both signifi- 
cant archaeological expertise and nontrivial 
effort will, of necessity, be involved). 

Clearly these demands on a cyberinfrastructure 
are widely shared across scientific disciplines. Our 
review of the capabilities provided in or under 
development in geology's Geosciences Network 
(GEON; www.geongrid.org) and ecology's Sci- 
ence Environment for Ecological Knowledge 
(SEEK; http://seek.ecoinformatics.org) projects 
suggests that these initiatives can serve as reason- 
able models for the general functionality needed in 
an archaeological system. 

Centrulized arld Distributed Functions 

An archaeological cyberinfrastructure will involve 
both centrali~ed and distributed maintenance of 
persistent data sources. Centralization will likely 
be effected at a national level but will also involve 
regional and fully distributed components. Cen- 
trally coordinated functions include 

the cyberinfrastructure technology development 
and maintenance, 

the establishment of metadata standards (stan- 
dards and protocols that specify how data sets 
are documented, not how archaeological data 
are recorded), 

the maintenance of data discovery tools, global 
ontologies, and central access portals to data 
sources, 

systems for controlling access to sensitive infor- 
mation (e.g., in some cases, precise site loca- 
tion) and protecting intellectual property rights, 
and 

the acquisition and maintenance of "orphan" 
databases that lack an institutional home able to 
provide access. 

Distributed functions includc 

the maintenance and provision of access to insti- 
tutional databases, 

maintenance of ties to central access portals, 

metadata acquisition and the incorporation of 
data sets into the system, and 

the mearch and educational use of the system 
worldwide. 

Cent]-alized functions are restricted to those dic- 
tated by efficiency (e.g., software development) or 
by compelling needs for consistency (e.g., agree- 
ment on metadata standards) or that appear neces- 
sary to ensure the longevity of the program. 
Regional efforts (including international nodes) 
will be required to deal with important metadata 
issues associated with regional systematics (such 
as typologies for ceramics, temporal periods, or 
archacological cultures). Distributed functions are 
esscntia to foster professional inclusivity and to 
minimize long-term central costs that will be dif- 
ficult to sustain. For distributed functions, it is noted 
that regional and local university repositories may 
not be test maintained by anthropology depart- 
ments or museums. Libraries, information tech- 
nology units, or professional data warehouse 
facilitier may more reliably offer access to the nec- 
essary technology and personnel. Following the 
model o 'the National Center for EcologicalAnaly- 
sis and !jynthesis, integrative research discipline- 
wide wculd be improved if the center were also to 
sponsor face-to-face, focused meetings of 
researchers collaborating on a synthetic research 
goal and to support these meetings with comput- 
ing expertise for data integration. 

Metuduia Standards and Ontology Development 

Data inkgration depends critically on a thorough 
encodin:: of both syntactic and semantic metadata 
and the c evelopment of useful ontologies. Although 
the infrastructure will not require investigators to 
standardize data-recording categories or procedures, 
metadatii standards for the system will be necessary. 
Metadata standards specify a uniform language for 
the documentation of data sets, including project-, 
context- and variable-specific information. 

The development of metadata standards and 
ontologies should be undertaken by broad-based, 
expert work groups with the support of informat- 
ics profc ssionals and user-friendly software tools. 
This dekelopment requires some centralized coor- 
dination. For some categories of information (e.g., 
fauna and chipped stone technologies) this may be 
accomplished by national and international work- 
ing groups. Regional systematics (e.g., for ceram- 
ics or chipped stone typologies and regional 
chronologies) must be encoded by regionally based 
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groups. Focused, synthetic research projects that 
require thc data integration of multiple sources may 
also foster the development of metadata standards. 

Metudata Acquisition Tools. The infrastructure 
will require the development of tools for data doc- 
umentation that arc readily usablc by an archaeol- 
ogist. Data documentation means acquiring 
information on data set syntax and semantics, 
including the information needed to link more 
abstract concepts (used by thc ontologies) to thc 
data categories and archaeological contexts repre- 
sented in the data set. These tools should minimizc 
the human effort involved in developing complete 
metadata and incorporating data sets into the infra- 
structure's network of sharcd data. 

Access Restrictions, Version Control, Budging, 
and Audit Trail. The system should allow users to 
place access restrictions, temporarily or perma- 
nently, to all or parts of the data they contribute 
(e.g., the locations of sensitive sites). The ability to 
impose access restrictions is intended to encourage 
the incorporation of new data sets into the infra- 
structure at or near the time of data set creation, not 
well after the fact. Of course, open access would be 
encouraged, and the contractual or permit require- 
ments associated with the generation of the data may 
stipulate open access after some defined period. 

Long-term research use of the system demands 
full version control (as is provided by GEON), such 
that any data sets may be revised by its authors but 
each earlier public version of the data set is pre- 
served in an accessible form (thus maintaining the 
integrity of analyses that depend on a noncurrent 
version). In order that data use can be properly 
credited, the system must effectively "badge" data 
in a way that their sources are evident to users. 
Finally, the results of each query must be accom- 
panied by full and readable documentation of which 
data archives are included, how each element of the 
query was transformed into primitive terms, and 
what data-integration procedures were utilized, so 
that the user can independently ensure that the 
results correspond to the intent of the query. 

Technology Development 

Shuring Cyherinfrastructure Components 

A cyberinfrastructure for archaeology will involve 
addressing some unsolved information-integration 

chal cnges that are posed by archaeology as well 
as the adaptation of informatics technologies that 
have been newly developed in other scientific fields. 
As indicated above, our review of the capabilities 
provided in or under development in geology's 
GEON and ecology's SEEK projects suggests that 
these initiatives can serve as reasonable, initial 
models for the functionuli~ needed in an archaeo- 
logical system. This review further suggests that 
part,; of these and related informatics efforts 
(including some metadata standards and limited 
aspects of the ontologies) could be incorporated or 
ada~ted to serve in an archaeological cyberinfra- 
structure. However, it is equally clear that eonsid- 
erable development is also needed to address the 
novd challenges posed by archaeology and to 
address as-yet-unsolved problems in semantic 
mediation. Open-source solutions to these archae- 
ological and semantic mediation challenges will 
contribute to informatics efforts in other scientific 
domains. Such sharing of the software components 
of t te cyberinfrastructure among disciplines will 
both promote interoperability among disciplines 
and -educe discipline-specific development costs. 

Corr;puter Science Challenges 

Existing systems, such as SEEK and GEON, pro- 
vide a base infrastructure for metadata acquisition 
and significant data-integration and -reporting 
capabilities. However, at their current stage of 
development, they d o  not address key data- 
integration problems posed in the domain of 
arch~eology. As described above, a functioning 
integration system requires metadata that describe 
the resources provided by the data sets-so that rel- 
evant data sets can be identified-and describe the 
comlonents of the data set in sufficient detail that 
superficially incompatible data sets can be inte- 
grated. Ontologies encode real-world scientific 
knowledge about the logical relationships among 
anal:itical concepts, permit necessary intermediate- 
level inferences, and supply the procedures (pred- 
icated on the metadata descriptions) needed to 
accomplish the reconciliation of different data sets 
fronl diverse archaeological contexts. These ontolo- 
gies also allow the system to respond to concept- 
oriented (rather than data set-specific) queries. 
Obv~ously, some ontologies referenced by this 
infomation structure must be discipline specific. 

It appears that some demands of the arehaeo- 
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logical case pose significant computer science chal- 
lenges. Primary archaeological data are extraordi- 
narily contextual, are inconsistently collected, and 
are plagued by missing data that cannot be recov- 
ered through data cleaning or interpolation. In 
archaeology, many inferential steps typically sep- 
arate scientif c understandings of major phenom- 
ena from observational data. Furthermore, 
competing ontologies need to be maintained and 
used. To the extent that the meanings of some con- 
cepts are not fully shared among archaeologists, 
components of the system must be responsive to 
the needs of individuals or groups of users. Thus, 
for results to be meaningful to agiven user, we need 
methodologies and semiautomated tools for map- 
ping related (but inconsistent) ontologies for use in 
data resource discovery and in the on-thc-fly inte- 
gration of independently created data sets. Fur- 
thermore, as researchers use the system, they will 
formulate new concepts or alternative ways of oper- 
ationalizing existing concepts. The system should 
"learn" by allowing the incorporation of these new 
conceptualizations into the ontology so that they 
can be reused in processing future queries. 

Personnel lrnplications 

The development of a cyberinfrastructure for 
archaeology will pose novel informatics challenges 
of interest to computer scientists. Computer scien- 
tists will have an incentive to become involved in 
attacking these problems, in part because solutions 
will translate to other scientific domains. However, 
the development of production versions of key tools 
is unlikely to come from computer science depart- 
ments as they are currently constituted because, in 
part, of an incompatible reward structure in acad- 
emic computer science departments. 

Moving innovative solutions into production 
will require significant investment in software 
development by professionals at the boundaries of 
computer science and the knowledge domain of 
archaeology who are subject to reward structures 
compatible with achieving domain-specific accom- 
plishments. At present, fulfilling this need is diffi- 
cult and relies on tinding individuals with quite 
rare combinations of talents. It is a priority to fos- 
ter the development of an employment niche for 
informatics specialists who possess knowledge of 
the relevant domain science (in this case, archae- 
ology and physical anthropology). This is a seri- 

ous prol)len~, already faced by other disciplines. 
Biology for example, has formalized interdisci- 
plinary training programs (in computational biol- 
ogy) to grow its own specialists. In the longer term, 
greater sharing of informatics technology across 
disciplines and the development of academic pro- 
grams in science informatics may contribute to a 
solution 

Sociological Challenges: 
Disciplinary Participation 

In the workshop, and in extensive communication 
with archaeological colleagues, we have encoun- 
tered broad interest in, and very little resistance to, 
the development of a system for data sharing and 
a cyberinfrastructure, if it can be made practical. 
The authors believe that archaeologists' wide accep 
tance of ethical responsibilities for data sharing will 
translate reasonably smoothly into contributions of 
their data to and use of a cyberinfrastructure for 
archaeology. We are convinced that participation 
would be sufficiently widespread and the research 
payoff would be sufficiently large to more than jus- 
tify the investment in development (by funding 
agencies) and incorporation of data sets in the sys- 
tem (by users). Furthermore, over time, the level 
of acceptance will rise with the demonstration of 
its benefits and as a failure to contribute becomes 
negatively valued professionally. 

As in other sciences, the more useful the col- 
laboratiw system is to those generating the data, 
the more likely they will be to participate. A pro- 
ductive strategy to encourage use would be to fast- 
track de\relopments that have the potential to yield 
high returns for relatively low investments. With 
this, users would see the direct payoff of con- 
tributing to the system. 

Were funding agencies (e.g., the National Sci- 
ence Fomdation, National Endowment for the 
Humanities, National Geographic Society), per- 
mitting agencies (State Historic Preservation 
Offices, Tribal Historic Preservation Offices, the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and 
other federal, state, and tribal entities), or publica- 
tion outlets to require incorporation of the data in 
the infra:itructure as a condition of the grant, con- 
tract, or publication, participation could be greatly 
enhanced. Contracts and grants could make sub- 
sequent lunding or pennitting dependent on docu- 
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menting the data scts and making data available 
through the system proposed here. As has happened 
in other disciplincs, journals could require certif - 
cation that thc data supporting published papers arc 
available within the systcm. 

Process Recommendations 

It is imperative that the development of a cyberin- 
fiastructure ibr aschaeology begin immediately. 
Irrcplaceable information is continually being lost, 
and the project of incorporating legacy data grows 
larger with delay. 

Steering Cotvmittee 

To begin, a formal steering group should bc estab- 
lished that has strong linkages to the Society for 
American Archaeology, the American Association 
of Physical Anthropologists, and the Society for 
Historical Archaeology in order to 

develop a strategic plan that will set the direc- 
tion for the long-term effost: 

acquire, in cooperation with the National Sci- 
ence Foundation and other funding sources, 
funding for cyberinfrastructure development 
and the execution of test cases that will demon- 
strate the potential of this approach; 

explore the utility of existing models for cyber- 
infrastructure development in other fields and 
participate in collaborative efforts to develop 
shared cy berinfrastructural tools; 

develop mechanisms for dialogue at regional, 
national, and international scales that will be 
needed for effective metadata standards; and 

work with professional societies to secure agree- 
ments needed in developing a cybcrinfrastruc- 
ture for archaeology and to roster the practice 
of data sharing. 

National Center 

Following the development of a stratcgic plan by 
the steering committee, a national center for archae- 
ological data integration should be established with 
both startup funding for development and long- 
term. continuing funding. Continuing funding 
would also allow the national center to coordinate 
software maintenance and development. 

The overall goal of the center would be to pro- 
mot(: integrative and synthetic research using 
archtleological data. It will thus provide essential 
ongcing benefits to archaeology and to long-term 
studies in other scientific disciplines. It will admin- 
ister the development of software tools for meta- 
data acquisition and integrated data access. It will 
collaborate with informatics efforts in other scien- 
tific disciplines. It will coordinate the international, 
national, and regional development of standards 
for metadata. It will serve as a permanent node for 
data resource discovery and access and as a repos- 
itory for documented data sets that cannot be main- 
taincd at a distributed node. Nonetheless, it must 
be recognized that the ultimate success of the cyber- 
infrastructure rests with the whole archaeological 
com munity. 

The center should sponsor a small number of 
low-cost, high-reward "proof of concept" projects 
that would demonstrate the potential for data inte- 
gration to the broader archaeological community. 
As suggested above, this goal would be advanced 
if the center (like the National Center for Ecolog- 
ical .4nalysis and Synthesis) were able to provide 
competitive funding and technical support for face- 
to-face collaboration on targeted integrative 
reseirch topics. 

Compelling test cases must be developed on 
both focused research issues and larger-scale 
reseirch topics. Test cases should illustrate the rel- 
evance for different segments of the profession 
(including cultural resource management, physical 
anthropology, and historic archaeology), and some 
s h o ~  Id have cross-disciplinary components (e.g., 
with ecology and earth science). For example, the 
workshop concluded that an excellent candidate 
for one of these test cases would be the archaeol- 
ogy of central Mexico. There, a lengthy sequence 
of prehistoric occupation has been well docu- 
mented archaeologically-with excavation and 
surv2y-by numerous archaeological projects pur- 
sued by a number of investigators, both Mexican 
and international. The incorporation of a number 
of kcy databases into the system will demonstrate 
its ability to deal with real-world diversity in data- 
recording schemes. More important, the Web avail- 
ability of integrated data derived from these projects 
will be an extraordinarily valuable resource for 
rcsexch into demographic change, settlement orga- 
nization, and political complexity that would be of 
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international interest and utility. (Also, several or  
the key data sets would be imnediatcly available 
for this purposc.) 

Professiorzal Societies 

Professional societies, including the Society for 
American Archaeology, the American Association 
of Physical Anthl-opologists, and the Society for 
Historical Archaeology should make it a high pri- 
ority to assist the profession in understanding the 
importance of rnetadata in sustaining the research 
utility of data. Professional societies can further 
contribute to this effort by encouraging agencies 
that permit or fund archaeological research to 
require the incorporation of data sets into the cyber- 
infrastructure, by fostering reward structures for 
systematic data sharing, and by ingraining the eth- 
ical obligations to share data as expected profes- 
sional practice. They can promote the training of 
students to pursue synthetic research topics and the 
use of legacy data. Through theirjournals, they can 
develop standards for the citation of others' data 
(rather than just acknowledgment of their use). 
Similarly they could establish as a professional 
standard a general public license for data that states 
that the data may be used as long as it is properly 
credited and so long as any products of use of the 
data are also openly available. Finally, professional 
societies can promote funding for the development 
and maintenance of a sorely needed cyberinfra- 
structure for archaeology. 

their conrributions to thc workshop and their efforts and per- 
severance in working through several drafts to achieve a 
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